DISCOVER YOUR FUTURE , DESIGN YOUR DESTINY

Astrology Remedies
BY

TANTRA SIDDHA PARAMAHAMSA YOGI SHASTRISHREE DR.RUPNATHJI
LIFE TIME ASTROLOGY REPORT
your birthdate to get answers about your
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***Remedies for all your problems-Use
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(Astrology Reading and Life Predictions with Astro Remedies)
past,present&future.Get your Life forecast,send your Name,Date of Birth,Time & Place of
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Birth.***You get a detailed life reading including Health, Career, Business, Success in all
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efforts, Failure in actions from your birth to your complete life span. If any remedial action
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is required to overcome problems or gain name, fame and prosperity, you can ask

DR

questions to Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji (Dr.Rupak Nath) about your life and Vak Siddha
Yogi Shastrishree Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji will answer the same.***This detailed
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report includes:Predictions for the future, and Remedies Solutions, which will not only
solve current problems, but also ensure future happiness and prosperity by improving your
Destiny & Life in the most simple and scientific manner.In addition to the above you can
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send any number of additional questions also Personalized Vedic Horoscope chart based
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Indian Astrology (Vedic Astrology) consists of complete Vedic Astrological Charts showing
theexact position of all planets at the time of birth, their relationship with each other, and
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explanation of different planetary positions in conjunction with various houses.The nature
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and role of various planets, their Auspicious and Inauspicious results and General
Predictions based on the ancient Vedic Indian Astrology system called indian astrology,pls
this shouldin black colour with phone no. and snap.***Find out the astrological reasons
and remedies for problems in various fields of your life and get guidance for future events
of your life with Vedic Astrology Reading.

***Doshas

& Remedies for Career/Profession - Are you not getting success in your

Career/Profession? Are there any doshas in your astro-birth chart careerwise? What are the
best vedic astrological remedies avaiable for you to become successful in your career? Take
this astro-service now and Let Gurudev Astrologer Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji Guide you for
any doshas and remedies in your astro-birth chart. Rectify doshas and enjoy a successful
career.

*Why am I not getting success in my profession or career?
*Is there any doshas in my astro-chart regarding my career?
*How can I remove any doshas through Vedic Remedies?
***Find out the astrological reasons and remedies for problems in various fields of your life
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and get guidance for future events of your life with Vedic Astrology Reading.
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***Astrology can reveal the true structure of soul.The Key to this consultation is to align
with your higher purpose, your Souls purpose and your spiritual center. Each of the mentioned,
are unique within each individual and can be found within your natal chart and your
evolutionary patterns in life.
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***There are unique signatures to the Soul found within the birth chart and through this
complex design of research designed by Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji
each individual will leave with information, steps and tools in order for them to consciously
align with their own unique Soul Signature.
"If you align with your Soul, challenges dissolve and become opportunities".
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***Chart Details required are; Full Name, Date of Birth, Time of Birth, Town and Country of
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***Tantra
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Birth, and Town and Country of current residence.
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Siddha Astrologer Paramahamsa Guru Dr.Rupnathji's Mission is to provide
Consultations of Astrology, Palmistry, Numerology, Feng-shui, Vaastu, Spiritualism, Health /
Home Remedies, Phrenology (Face Reading) and many more ancient Occult Sciences. Anyone
can get the answer of their respective queries on Money, Health, Love, Marriage, Job,
Education, Home Remedies(Vastu Dosha Nivarana), Lucky Talismans & other aspects of Life.

***Consult

for Vedic Astrology Remedies to Problems i.e Repeated Failures, Health
Problems, Education Problems, Career Problems, Business Problems, Marriage getting
Delayed, Problems in Married Life, Delay in Child Birth, Child Birth Problems, Domestic
Problems, Foreign Career Problems, Foreign Business Problems, Foreign Education Problems,
Financial Problems, Debts, Academic Failures, Delay/Failure in Aquiring House, Land,Vehicle
etc. Pl. Contact with Date of Birth, Time of Birth and Place of Birth (Nearest City if it is a
Village).

Instant Solution/Remedies for your Problems/Obstacles

Find out the astrological reasons and remedies
for problems in various fields of your life and
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get guidance for future events of your life.

